MultiCorpora's translation technology raises the bar
with respect to security in the translation process
June 21, 2013
London, United Kingdom/Gatineau, Canada
(RPRN) 06/21/13 — MultiCorpora, an
international provider of translation
technology solutions, has unveiled its new
Gateway model and over 100 new features
with the release of its flagship product, MultiTrans Prism version 5.6, at the industry-centric
Localization World conference.
This newest version significantly enhances the usability of MultiTrans Prism, however its greatest
impact is on securing information across the entire translation supply chain. MultiCorpora has
developed the Gateway model to illustrate compliance to security requirements for external
collaboration and to pave the way for future applications in the area of safe crowd sourcing, mobile
applications and cloud environments. “MultiTrans Prism was introduced last year and was viewed as
a game changer by the language industry. It empowered clients with significant controls over the
translation supply chain. With this latest release, we have raised the bar for enterprise-class
translation management systems with a safe Gateway that can provide unprecedented compliance to
a large organization's security requirements while extending the value of multilingual content by
making it more accessible yet extremely secure. Expect future applications beyond translation
departments,” said MultiCorpora CEO, Pierre Blais.
About MultiCorpora
MultiCorpora is an internationally established
organization that is exclusively dedicated to the
development and support of its flagship software
product, MultiTrans Prism, for the translation industry.
Its translation technology and unique expertise allow
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MultiCorpora to deliver state-of-the-art solutions for
organizations who manage translation departments,
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outsource translation services, or who need machine
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translation or a terminology management database.
With over 12 years of experience developing
translation technology software, MultiCorpora is one of
the few independent language technology experts in
the world that has the experience, the capacity and the
competency to deliver solutions benefiting buyers and
providers of translation services. With offices in North
America and Europe, MultiCorpora leverages the
expertise of more than 275 clients for the benefit of its worldwide user community. Numerous
international governments and organizations, Fortune 500 companies, and language service
providers are currently benefiting from MultiCorpora's translation technology expertise.
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